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MONITOR WEB SHOP - CHANGELOG 
Version 1714. 

Short information about version 
This version requires a manual update. If you wish to change to this version, you must book a time for 

the installation. Send a mail to support@monitor.se to book an appointment. 

  

Why is a manual installation required 
This version has a number of fundamental changes. To improve overall handling, the entire web shop 

service has been rewritten. The web shop service has new settings and must therefore be reconfigured 

for all customers. 

 

The web shop has moved its handling of images and will from now on not save images to nor get 

images from your database. Files will instead be saved in the file handling system, either on the web 

server or other available file server. This means quicker fetching of images and simpler handling. The 

fetching of images will happen manually by MONITOR. 

Requirements for changing versions 
 The web server must have free disk space for all the images on the web server or on another 

file server. 

 The MONITOR server must have free disk space for all images as they are temporarily fetched 

there.  

New functionalities 
 Logotype per user group 

 You can now upload different logotypes per user group. 

 File management 

 All images have been moved to the file system. 

 Service 

 The home page has a completely new service for improved performance. 

 Klarna 

 Implemented Klarna Checkout B2B, ordered from Klarna. 
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 Configured parts 

 You can now hide selection groups: 

Angle brackets hides the selection group, ex. <Selection group>. 

Parentheses hides the selection group except in the summary, ex. (Selection group). 

Bug fixes and improvements 
 Checkout 

 Configuration summary in the order head now shows units. 

 Empty country in the order head generates a warning. 

 Visitor customers can now proceed through checkout. 

 Product configurator 

 The up-to-top-button is hidden in the configurator. 

 Hidden selection groups are not shown when the user navigates using the right and 

left buttons. 

 Create account 

 A missing translation for Accept terms does not generate a crash. 

 Categories 

 Titles are always shown in the correct language. 

 Klarna 

 Klarna Checkout generates an error message on failure. 

 Klarna Invoice supports company addresses. 

 Standard pages 

 Does not crash if saved without having the retailer adaptation. 

 

 


